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Abstract— This paper presents a novel technique for efficient and
generic matching of compressed video shots, through compact
signatures extracted directly without decompression. The
compact signature is based on the Dominant Color Profile
(DCP); a sequence of dominant colors extracted and arranged as
a sequence of spikes in analogy to the human retinal
representation of a scene. The proposed signature represents a
given video shot with ~490 integer values, facilitating for realtime processing to retrieve a maximum set of matching videos.
The technique is able to work directly on MPEG compressed
videos, without full decompression, as it utilizes the DC-image as
a base for extracting color features. The DC-image has a highly
reduced size, while retaining most of visual aspects, and provides
high performance compared to the full I-frame. The experiments
and results on various standard datasets show the promising
performance, both the accuracy and the efficient computation
complexity, of the proposed technique.
Keywords—Video matching; DC-image; Video similarity;
Dominant color profile; compressed video

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the proliferation of multimedia recording technologies
and the exponential growth of storage mediums, videos became
a major aspect of our life. More than 100 hours of video are
uploaded to YouTube every minute and more than 6 billion
hours of video are being watched each month [1]. As a result,
the available volumes of videos are of incredible size especially
those in compressed formats (e.g. MPEG). This emphasizes the
need for efficient matching and retrieval systems, which are
able to operate in a real-time manner to satisfy user needs.
Utilization of low level features extracted directly from a
compressed video frames is crucial as it avoids the lengthy
process of decompressing a video to extract such features. This
is particularly useful for real-time processing. The DC-image
as a compressed domain feature proved to be a powerful
feature. It was reported to be up to 62 times faster, in matching,
than the full I-frame while achieving similar or better matching
results based on local features [2]. Thus, the proposed DCP
utilizes the DC-image by extracting dominant color
information and arranges it in the form of spikes; which is
analogues to the representation done by human retina in
response to a scene’s visual information as discussed later in
section III. The paper is organized as follows; section II will
present a brief biological background of human vision (spikes)

to explain its analogy with the proposed technique, while
section III will present the related work followed by the
proposed DCP with its analysis and supporting experiments in
sections IV, V and VI. Finally the paper is concluded in section
VII.
II. HUMAN VISION SYSTEM
The notion of video ‘frame’ in computer vision is
compulsory, since the only available imaging input devices are
frame-based, that samples scene frames regularly at a constant
rate even if they do not introduce new information, which acts
as a burden on vision algorithms as it wastes processing time
[3]. However, biological research indicated that humans tend
to see in a frame-free scenario [4], as it was discovered that
biological neurons in human’s retina (photoreceptors) only
emit electrical impulses (spikes) in response to incident
photons from current scene triggered by particular event such
as; local luminance increases or decreases [5]. Then,
information is sent to the brain as a wave of spikes with
specific timing for further complex processing [6, 7]. This
confirms that the human’s eye is a change detecting device for
frame-free vision [4]. Fig.1 depicts the structure of the human
retina, showing the location of the photoreceptors that are
responsible for firing the spiral spikes pattern being triggered
by a rotating disk with black dot.

Figure 1. Illustration of human retina showing the photoreceptors firing
spikes in response to a rotating disk (adapted from [3]).

As a core conclusion, biologists identified that the power of
the human’s visual systems is attributed to two distinct factors.
The first is the representation of the visual information sent to
the brain, while the second is processing of the information
inside the brain. Although much research done in both, the
inner brain processing still has unrevealed secrets. But there is
some sort of agreement between scientists about the
representation of visual information as being absorbed by
human retina in the form of spikes in response to incident
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light[6, 7]. Knowing that there is no complex scene analysis
being done at this early stage, even when the information
reaches the brain, it is being processed in its native format
(spikes), and this inspires our design of the DCP. The result is
that each video is mapped to a unique signature consisting of a
sequence of spatio-temporal spikes that encodes color changes
for each block across video frames which represented by the
luminance information extracted from video frames in a way
similar to the spikes, and is able to represent scenes in
analogues way to human retina which results in efficient and
compact signature to match video shots. The DCP is presented
in detail in section III, following the literature review.
III.

A generic utilization for motion vectors in conjunction with
DC coefficients was adapted in [9], where the aggregation of
both values used as a video signature, while the actual
matching is done using the sliding window technique, by
computing direct difference between adjacent DC values and
motion vectors for currently matching frames pair. An
apparent drawback of such approach, is that the DC values
was used as a set of numeric values, rather than an image,
which ignores the visual information that can potentially be
extracted from the DC-image. In addition to the exhaustive
search for the sliding window that uses frame-to-frame
matching. A different technique, implemented in [10], by
utilizing the DC-image to identify keyframes. Then, salient
regions were extracted from the full size keyframes and
tracked using their respective SIFT keypoints across
consecutive I-frames for later matching. Although this
approach uses DC-image to extract keyframes to reduce
computational cost, still a full decompression is done to
reconstruct the full I-frames which is not effective for realtime processing.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we review previous key work related to the
compressed domain video matching. An MPEG compressed
stream is rich with pre-computed features; Table1 depicts a
generic comparison between various features available in
MPEG stream, referring to the most recent work on each
feature. As seen from Table1, the DC-image is a powerful
feature of MPEG compressed stream due to its small size,
which makes it faster to perform various video analysis tasks
as fully discussed in [2]. Some of the early and on-going work
in compressed video matching emerged from non-compressed
video matching work. For example, motion vectors based
trajectories [8] were used for matching instead of keypoints
based trajectories, as they are pre-computed during the MPEG
encoding process. However, obtaining the motion vectors still
requires partial decoding; especially they are not available for
I-frames.
TABLE I.
Feature Type

Hua et al. [11] attempted to use ordinal measures as a video
signature extracted from fully decompressed video frames,
which does not suit real-time processing neither takes benefit
of any MPEG features. This problem was tackled by Almeida
et al. [12] by using I-frame DC values which act as precomputed ordinal measures and implemented a motion
histogram signature by computing temporal and spatial ordinal
matrices for each I-frame. Both matrices are combined to form
a normalized 6075 floating-point bin histogram, which is a
quit large signature for matching in large databases.

CLASSIFICATION COMPRESSED DOMAIN FEATURES
Pros.

Spatial

DC coefficients

Spatial

AC
coefficients
Motion Vectors

Temporal

Macroblock
Types.

Spatial

In an attempt to standardize image and video retrieval
descriptors, MPEG-7 released a group of descriptors [18].
However, 70% (11 out of 17) were dedicated for images and
cannot handle videos effectively, due to the temporal nature of
videos. Thus, more dedicated research is needed for effective
video matching. The term “tiny image” [19] was introduced
during an attempt to construct a database of 80 million small
images of size 32×32. The dataset was used to perform object
and scene recognition by fusing metadata extracted from
WordNet [20] with visual features extracted from images,
based on nearest neighbour methods. Later, the concept of tiny
images was adopted for videos. The aim was an attempt to
build a database of tiny videos [21], of approximately 50,000
videos, reconstructed by sampling full videos into 40×30 pixel
frames, with their available annotations. The dataset were
tested for video retrieval using sum of squared pixel difference
(SSD) measure [19] between videos’ keyframes, leaving any
temporal information without utilization and relying on
annotations which is neither accurate (due to dependency on
human element) nor always available. Color proved to be a
powerful feature regarding image retrieval [22, 23] and video
retrieval [24, 25], as it’s strongly related to semantic similarity
[26, 27]. Color by nature is invariant to partial occlusion,
cropping, translation or affine transformations such as scaling,
rotation, shear or reflection [24]. Color feature is very
powerful and could act as a building block for efficient video
matching techniques, especially in absence of any semantic

Cons.

 No decompression to
extract from I-frames [2].  Needs special attention to
 Used as a replacement of I- extract interest points, due to
its small size [2].
frames [2].
 Efficient for copy detection  Full decompression is needed
case extracted from P & B
[13].
 Fast for complex
frames.
operations.
 Partial decompression is
needed for extraction.

 Do not reveal any visual
information unless
reconstructed [14].

 Describes block movement
and do not carry motion
 Partial decompression is
information across GOP’s
needed for extraction.
[16].
 Pre-computed motion
feature.
 Only for P&B frames.
 Efficient in shot detection  Do not encode any visual
[15].
information.
 Encodes only metadata about
block compression
 Partial decompression
information (ex. intra coded,
needed for extraction.
 Suitable for copy detection skipped) [13].
and fingerprinting [13, 17].  Do not encode any visual
information.
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cues [26]. Furthermore, humans tend to see scenes as a set of
dominant colors [26, 28] as it was found that a small number
of colors are sufficient to describe any region instead of a full
color space [29]. Those important remarks were taken by
researchers to utilize and develop more efficient video
retrieval techniques starting by using the popular color
histogram extracted from DC-images to act as signature for
video retrieval [30, 31], or even the more sophisticated
histograms such as Dominant Color Histograms (DCH) [32].
DCH procedure starts by converting the RGB frame in to
quantized HSV frame, followed by extraction of dominant
colors from each frame and maps them to a quantized
histogram that keeps only longer duration dominant colors
across each shot. DCH was used for video retrieval purpose
[33] and for object tracking in CCTV videos [34]. Recently it
was used for video summarization [35]. DCH is still a global
feature that doesn’t encode neither spatial nor temporal
information [26]; also it is a color space dependent which
makes it not effective for robust video retrieval. Those
problems will be covered along with the DCP in next section.
IV.

This process of dividing into blocks and extracting dominant
colors will be repeated for every I-frame’s DC-image, where
the dominant color dj of each block bj at every frame fi will
be concatenated together to form a Dominant Color Profile
which will be called block’s DCP. The entire video’s DCP can
be defined as following,
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, where V1DCP will be video1 signature and V2DCP will be
video2 signature. The similarity of two videos is then
measured by the distance between their respective DCP
signatures using the euclidean distance, due to its robustness
and efficiency [36], as in equation 1:
( ,  ) =  ( , 



)

(1)

To facilitate for the matching process case unequal length
videos (also, unequal length DCPs); we adopted a simple
procedure by expanding the shorter signature with appended
DCP values copied from its beginning.
A. Extraction of dominant colors

PROPOSED DOMINANT COLOR PROFILE

Through literature exists two main methods to extract
dominant colors; clustering [29, 37] and quantization [38, 39].
Regards clustering the general idea is to group similar pixel
colors into set of clusters, where each cluster is represented by
its centroid [40], which acts as the dominant color. However,
there are some problems associated with clustering algorithms
in general; regarding the excessive computational time to find
clusters [41] and the manual initialization of initial cluster
seeds [38]. Also, in some cases the final set of selected
dominant colors may be far away from those identified by
human as dominant colors [29]. For quantization, the process
operates by mapping each range of colors to one
representative color [39], by separating continuous colors into
quantized groups. Generally there are two major problems
associated with quantization techniques:

In this section we present the basis of our proposed
Dominant Color Profile (DCP) with the relevant arguments
and supporting evidences. Basically, the core idea of the DCP
is that every block of each DC-image is being represented by
its dominant color (spike), where the sequence of dominant
colors for each block is kept as descriptive color profile. The
whole set of all blocks DCP’s across video acts as a compact
signature for the entire video, where the spatial localization of
the spikes is preserved with each block position, and the
temporal localization preserved in DCP sequence order across
video frames. Thus, each video is mapped to a sequence of
spatio-temporal spikes that encodes color changes for each
block across video frames.
The DCP is built based on three important remakes emerges
from previous literature review which are; (1) DC-image, (2)
spikes and (3) dominant colors. The process of DCP
construction starts by dividing the DC-image into blocks (for a
DC-image of size 40×30, 49 blocks are used with block size of
~25 pixels). For each block, the dominant color is extracted to
act as a spike for this block, and the process repeated for every
I-frame’s DC-image. Thus each block will have its own DCP,
which acts as a wave of spikes that describes the block’s
behavior across the video. In this way, the group of DCP’s for
all blocks acts as a signature that encodes a video as a series of
dominant color spikes in analogies with the human’s retina
scene representation.

• Results loss; as an entire color space (e.g. >14 million
colors in RGB) will mapped to a small set of colors.
• Quality of quantized colors depends on a predefined
quantization parameter used to group similar colors,
such parameter is color space dependent.
As a conclusion, neither clustering nor quantization is perfect
for dominant colors extraction. But quantization is
advantageous over clustering as it operates in real-time; in
addition the major problem with quantization comes from
mapping an entire color space to a small set of representative
colors as expressed in (2):
 ∝

Consider two videos V1= {f1,f2,f3,…fn} and V2= {f1,f2,f3…fm}
where m and n are the number of I-frames of videos V1 and
V2 respectively. Each frame fi of a given video, represented
by its DC-image, will be divided into Z blocks fi=
{b1,b2,b3,…bz}. For each block bj, its respective dominant
color dj is being extracted to act as a spike fired from this
specific block. Thus, a given frame fi will be represented by its
respective sequence of blocks dominant colors {d1,d2,d3,…dz}.


  !

(2)

Since MPEG is natively subsampled using YCbCr color
space, the full resolution grayscale Y-channels could be used
as a base for DCP, to improve the quality of quantized colors
since it’s mostly consisting of 256 intensity levels, and not
necessarily losing information, since human eye is more
sensitive to intensity changes rather than chrominance changes
[42]. As a practical example, considering the RGB color space
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Figure 2. Effect of number of blocks on the precision-over-N curves for (a)
BBC RUSHES and (b) UCF11 datasets.
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There are a number of factors and issues that had to be
analyzed for the DCP to be efficient, such as number of blocks
per DC-image, number of dominant colors per block and
quantization factor. Each factor is investigated in next subsections, where all experiments tested on two standard
datasets; BBC Rushes [43] and UCF11 [44] datasets. The first
is a standard data set for video retrieval and contains diverse
set of challenging videos; mainly man-made moving objects
(cars, tanks, planes and boats), while the second is a standard
dataset for action recognition used widely for retrieval
purposes as videos contains large variations in object
appearance, pose, scale as well as camera movement. The
performance of DCP is evaluated using precision-over-N (PN)
standard measure [45], calculated over three ranks; first, fifth
and tenth, where a weighted average is calculated for those
ranks as in equation (3), given that {α, β, γ} are the weighting
parameters; and α > β > γ, which gives more weight to higher
ranks; as we want to maximize the set of correct retrieved
matches. In following experiments we set α, β and γ to 1, 0.8
and 0.2 respectively.

100

80

Axis Title

Precion over-N

with more than 14 million colors quantized to 71 values
though HSV color space [39], this means that on average
197183 colors will be mapped to one color. For the grayscale
and assuming a quantization of value of 16, this means that
each 16 colors will be mapped to one color, which is more
distinctive than quantizing a full color space.

Figure 3. Effect of number of dominant colors on precision-over-N curves
for (a) BBC RUSHES and (b) UCF11 datasets.

C. Effective quantization parameter.
Quantization parameter is an important factor in DCP
design, where the idea is to map different degrees of the same
color to their basic color e.g. pale white and white should be
grouped as white, this is illustrated in Fig.4, as it shows 256
grayscale levels quantized to two different sets; 32 levels and
16. We can find that as the quantization value increase we get
less discrimination between colors. Fig.5.a and Fig.5.b depicts
the effect of increased quantization value against (PN) curves,
we notice that a quantization value of 16 could be
distinguished from no-quantization effect, with only ~0.84%
and ~1.2% increase for BBC RUSH and UCF11 respectively.
This small difference because the grayscale is naturally
quantized.

(3)

B. Effective number of blocks per DC-image.
The first DCP factor is the number blocks per DC-image to
extract dominant colors from. We found that blocking slightly
increases the retrieval precision (up to certain level) as it
forces more spatial matching constraints, allowing each part in
DC-image to contribute in the overall video DCP. Fig.2.a
shows the effect of increased blocks number against the
weighted average precision curve, for BBC RUSHES dataset.
It was detected that 49 blocks yields notable high precision,
corresponding to 0.68% increase over no-blocking at all,
which is equivalent to 24% percent increase in top-1 precision
(from 41% to 51%). Fig.2.b depicts same graphs but for
UCF11 dataset, it shows that 49 blocks is still distinguishable
as it yields in 22% increase in precision than no-blocking.
Keeping in mind that increased blocking per DC-image adds
more computational cost which affects computation
complexity without any major precision gain. Thus 49 blocks
(7×7) is chosen as the effective blocking size per DC-image.

Figure 4. Grayscale levels quantized into two different levels
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Figure 5. Effect of quantization parameter on precision-over-N curves for
(a) BBC RUSHES and (b) UCF11 datasets.

B. Effective number of dominant colors.

C. Effective Selection of color space.

The second factor is the number of dominant colorsper each DC-image block that will be aggregated in the block
DCP. Fig.3.a and Fig.3.b confirms that one dominant color
per block achieves higher results, as increased number of
dominant colors did not dramatically improve the results;
despite it increases the matching time and size of the
signatures.

Most of the work on dominant colors either uses RGB [41]
or HSV [39]. Furthermore others claimed that even a specific
color space is not an important factor in dominant color
extraction [41]. In our case we are using the grayscale MPEG
Y-channel for several reasons:
• It could be extracted without full decompression.
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• It’s a neutralized way to represent DCP without being
biased to a specific color space.
• MPEG stream is encoded natively using YCbCr, thus no
further decompression needed, which saves time.
• Human’s eye is more sensitive to luminance changes
rather than chrominance changes [42].
• Quantization in grayscale is much easier and natively
related to the idea of light distribution as we have only
256 grayscale levels, while in RGB or HSV complex
approaches need to be considered.
To verify our assumptions we tested grayscale DCP over
versus DCP over HSV. For HSV conversion, we adopted a
widely used conversion algorithm from [39] that maps RGB
color space to 71 HSV values. Fig.6.c depicts comparison
between grayscale DCP and HSV DCP. We notice that
grayscale DCP outperforms HSV DCP through ranks 1 to 7
and both merges together at ranks 8 to 10, which means higher
results and less computing time. Thus, DCP over grayscale is
selected, as no further processing needed for the MPEG
grayscale Y-channel.
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V. DCP VERSUS STATE OF ART BASELINES.
Regarding comparison against state of art baselines, we
chosen SIFT enhanced by dynamic programming to
incorporate video temporal dimension [2], motion histogram
[12] and pixel difference implemented in tiny videos [21]. The
first two baselines, work through compressed domain and
consider only DC-image sequence, while the third operates on
videos of the same size as DC-image. Regarding motion
histogram, the results was obtained from the author of [12]
directly, who cooperated by running his algorithm on a
selected dataset from BBC RUSH. Fig.6.a and Fig.6.b depicts
DCP (PN) curves against the baselines. It is clear that
grayscale DCP shows a considerable improvement over SIFT
and pixel difference in both high and low ranks. For motion
histogram, on average it is 6% higher than DCP in lower ranks
(top 1 to 6), while DCP have the same precision (or slightly
higher) in higher ranks (7 to 10).
COMPUTATIONAL COST OF DCP VS. MOTION HISTOGRAM.

Computation Complexity
Signature Size per Video
(~ 10 I-frames per shot [2]).
Speed
Similarity Measure

Motion
DCP
Histogram
O(3N) b
O(N) b
6075 floating
~ 490a integer numbers
point number
ــــــــــــــــــ
~12 times faster.
Euclidean distance

a. 49 blocks (7x7) * 10 I-Frames/video-clip
b. (N) is the number of processed video frames

VI.

TIMING ANALYSIS OF DCP.

Since real time constrains are crucial for DCP, this section
provides timing analysis regarding for grayscale DCP against
base lines. For motion histogram we do not have any
information about timing except some abstract estimation
presented in Table2. As depicted in Table3 it is notable that all
the techniques work in real time but, DCP is 49 times faster
than SIFT and 6 times faster than pixel difference. This leaves
more time for the DCP to extend and enhance its work, even
for building further layers which operate on its output for
further precise results.
TABLE III.
DCP
Pixel difference
SIFT

TIMING ANALYSIS FOR DCP VERSUS. BASELINES.
Average Frame Match Time(Milliseconds)
0.33
2
16.43

VII. CONCLUSION.

Figure 6. (a) DCP vs. SIFT vs. Pixel Difference (full BBC RUSH), (b) DCP
vs. Motion Histogram (100 videos BBC RUSH) and (c) HSV DCP vs.
grayscale DCP (full BBC RUSH).

TABLE II.

Furthermore, Table2 depicts a deeper abstract comparison
between DCP and motion histogram, and shows that the DCP
outperforms the motion histogram in terms of signature size
and matching time (91% reduction in both), which makes it
more suitable for real-time processing.

In this paper we proposed an efficient technique for
matching compressed video shots, through compact signatures
extracted directly without decompression, by using Dominant
Color Profile (DCP). Taking advantage of the DC-image small
size, DCP arranges color information in similar way to scene
representation by the human’s retina, in the form of spikes.
Both spatial and temporal information are encoded within the
DCP, in an efficient and compact way that suites real-time
matching. In addition to evidences and experiments, a detailed
analysis about various parameters that controls the DCP
construction and behavior was presented, namely; quantization
factor, number of blocks and number of dominant colors. The
results obtained also proved DCP’s robustness against various
and challenging datasets and its ability to work in real-time
environment. Furthermore, the DCP could act efficiently to
retrieve an initial maximum set of matching videos through its
efficient computations. It also facilitates for further layers to
work on top for further re-ranking of the videos and/or for
further semantic analysis and annotation such as in [46]. On
the other hand, there are a number of improvements for the
DCP, which we are working on. For example, we are working
on a better encoding for DCP contents to be more compact and
ideally of a fixed length signature, regardless of the video shot
length. Moreover, plugging a second layer, with more
sophisticated local features (e.g. SIFT) to improve the ranking
of the selected maximum matching set.
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